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Department of Natural Resources
1594 West North Temple, Suite 1210

Salt Lake City, Utah 84114
Attn: Natasha Ballif
natashaballif@ utah.gov

Dear Mr. Barza'.

Below please find Uranium Watch's comments on the Utah Division of Oil, Gas &
Mining (Division) proposed changes to Utah Rule R647-1, Minerals Regulatory Program
and R647-5 Administrative Procedures. The Draft Rules were published in the Utah
Bulletin on December l,2Ol9,pages 94to 123. The proposed rule changes affect Utah
regulations applicable to the suspension of operation of hard rock mines in Utah.

1. GENERAL COMMENTS

l It would have helped to have a background document describing the current state of
affairs with respect the suspension of operations of mines in Utah. It would help to have
an analysis of the length of time the mines have been on standby and problems at mines
that have been non-operational for extended periods of time.

2. The Rule changes should have included a regulatory basis, explaining in detail why
the changes were necessary and how the changes would improve the Divisions regulatory
program with respect to hard rock mines in Utah. The numerous problems with small
and large mines in Utah that are not operations should have been fully defined.

3. Some of the comments below may also be relevant to other sections of the draft Rule
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2. PROPOSED RULE CHANGES

2,1. R647 . Natural Resources; Oil, Gas and Mining Non-Coal. Rule R647-1. Minerals
Regulatory Program. Rule R647-1-106 Definitions: The Draft Rule adds new definitions
for "Shut Down" and "Suspension":

"Shut Down" means an absence of onsite mining operations on all land
affected under a complete or approved notice of intentions where the
operator intends that mining operations are permanently terminated. or the

makes a

R647-3-tr7.6.

"Suspension" means an absence of ongoing operations on all land affected
under an approved notice of intention. where the operator intends that
operations will eventually resume.

COMMENT:
2.I.I.R647-1-106 Definitions should clearly define "ongoing operations" and the

"absence of ongoing operations" at a mine site. The regulations that apply to cessation of
operation rely on the definition of "ongoing operations," or absence thereof.

For example, does a short period of exploration or the installation of monitoring
wells, when the mine is otherwise not fully permitted or in a physical condition for ore
removal, meet the definition of "ongoing operations." l If a mine operator continues to
operate a mine-water pump, treatment, and discharge system, even though ore is not
being removed and there are no other activities at the mine, does that meet the definition
of "on going operation"? If a mine operator conducts remedial work at a mine and
removes ore for sampling, at a mine that is considered "non-producing" by the Mine
Safety and Health Administration (MSHA), are those activities considered part of an "on-
going" operation?3 If a mine owner removea ore that has been stockpiled at a mine, after
it has sat at the mine for over 30 years does that removal constitute "ongoing
operations."Y If a mine receives a permit to operate and, over 30 years later, the mine
has not even been developed, is that an "ongoing operation." 5

Looking at the history of some Utah mines, it appears that some types of activities
at mine sites, but not removal of ore for sale or processing, were still considered to
constitute mine operation, even though it was not followed up by any ore removal. For
many decades mines have been on standby, with no actual removal of ore and little

I Sage Uranium Mine (50370058)

2 Energy Queen Mine ((M0370043),Tony M Mine(M0170049)

3 La Sal Mines Complex ((M0370026 and (M0370012)

a Energy Queen Mine (M0370043)

s Redd Block IV Mine (M0370046)
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possibility of ore removal in the foreseeable future and, in some cases, the failure to
obtain the required state and federal permits necessary to commence operation, yet
minimal site activities work were considered to constitute an "ongoing operation."
It is imperative that the Division clarify what is meant by "ongoing operation" and what
is meant by "absence of ongoing operations" at hard rock mines in Utah.

2.1.2. The new definitions depend on the "intention" of the mine operator and
whether or not the operator "intends" that operations will eventually resume operation.
The Division should clarify how the Division determines the "intention" of the operator:
is based on self-serving operator statements, or can the Division make is own
determination regarding the "intentions" of the operator?

2.2. R647-2. Exploration.R64T-2-102. Duration of the Notice of Intention, proposed
change:

1 A Notice of Intention to Conduct Exploration that has been

determined complete or, for operations of more than [5] 10 acres has been
approved, shall be valid until tN.evembe+3ethl December 31st of the year
following the year of submittal. All exploration and reclamation activities
should be completed within this time frame. An operator desiring to
extend the duration of a notice of intention, must notify the Division in
writing, prior to expiration of the notice of intention, specifying the
reasons an extension is required, and the anticipated length of time
required to complete exploration and reclamation.

COMMENT:
2.2.1 No Comment on this change

2.3. R647-2-l15. Reports, proposed change

On or before (+anuary++sq November 30th of each year, the operator
conducting exploration must submit a Mineral Exploration Progress
Report (Form MR-EPR), which describes any unusual drilling conditions,
water encountered, hole plugging measures, and reclamation activities
conducted.

COMMENT:
2.3.1 No comment on this change

2.4. R647-3. Small Mining Operations. R647-3-101. Filling Requirements and Review
Procedures, proposed change:

5.11 . The Division shall notify the operators of record annually of the
amount of permit fees authorizedby the Utah Legislature for small mining
operations.

J
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COMMENT:
2.4.1. No Comment on this change.

2'5. R647-3-102. Duration of Notice of Intention, proposed change:

The approved notice of intention, including any subsequent amendments
or revisions, shall remain in effect for the life of the small mlnlng
operation. However , the approved notice of intention may be withdrawn,
after notice and opporturuty for Board hearing, in the event Ief+ailure-byl
the operator fails to pay permit fees required byR647-3-101 [er]; ro
maintain and update adequate reclamation surety as required in
R647-3-t 1l [-];

application of the operator.

COMMENT:
2.5'1. The new provision that allows the Division to withdraw an approved..Notice

of Intention (NoI) "if mining operations are continuously shut down or in suspension for
a period in excess of five (5) years, unless an extended period of suspension is approved
upon application of the operator" should be clarified. What does "continuous ,hut do*n,'
mean? What kinds of activities, or lack of activities, affect the Division's determinations
regarding continuous shut down. If a permitted mine was never developed and has never
operated, has it been "continuously shut down" and when did the continuous shut down
commence?

2.5.2. The Division does not intend to require a mine operator to notify the
Division when a shut down or suspension of operation o""u.r, therefore the bivision and
the mine operator do not have a date certain of mine suspension or shut down to work
from.

- 2.5.3- The provisions does not indicate the length of time that an extended period
of suspension can be approved. How long may a mine be continuously shut down after a
period of 5 years if an extended period of suspension has been approved. Is there a limit
on that approved extension period? what happens when the extension period has
expired? How many years-how many decades-can a mine remain in suspension, or
remain undeveloped, before the Division says, o'Enough is enough."

2.5 '4. What, exactly, would be the basis for granting or denying a mine suspension
extension? If there is no basis for the the granting or denial, there would be no basis for
an appeal of that determination.

4
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2.5.5. How, exactly, will the Division deal with mines that have been continuously
shut down for decades (including extensions of suspension periods)? For example, the
Energy Queen Mine has not operated since 1982; the Sage Mine has not operated since
1990.

The Utah Statute requires that "Every operator shall be obligated to conduct
reclamation and shall be responsible for the costs and expenses thereof." 6 However the
cunent and proposed Division regulations allow for the indefinite delay in mine
reclamation, so no mine owner, as long as they file the required documents and fees year
after year,is under no obligation to reclaim their mine.

2.5.6. As part of the Rulemaking, the Division should have produced a document
that provided data and information on the long-term status of hard rock mines in Utah in
support of the Rulemaking. There is no information on the length of time mines have
been through periods of operation and non-operation and the number of mines that will
never be remediated under Section 40-8-12.5, because the Division did not have a surety
bond, so no surety to forfeit, and the mine owner reneged on reclamation responsibilities;
for example, the Dunn Mine (50370017).

2.6. R647-3-113 Suspension or Termination of Operation, proposed change:

R647-3-ll3 Notification of Suspension or Termination of Operation
1. All mine operations are required to be maintained in a safe, clean,

and environmentally stable condition. Active and inactive operations must
continue to submit annual repofis unless waived in writing by the
Division.

2.The operator need not notify the Division of the ttemperryl
suspension of small mining operations[.] that does not exceed two (2)

vears.

COMMENT:
2.6.1. Many of the mines in Utah are on land administered by the U.S. Bureau of

Land Management (BLM). Therefore, both the Division and the BLM regulate hard rock
mines on BLM lands. BLM regulation at 43 CFR $ 3802.4-7 reads:

Notice of suspension of operations.(a) Except for seasonal suspension,
the operator shall notify the authorized officer of any suspension of
operations within 30 days after such suspension. This notice shall include:
(1) Verification of intent to maintain structures, equipment, and other
facilities, and (2) The expected reopening date.

Therefore, it makes sense for the Division to also require a mine operator to notify

5

6 Utah Statute 40-8-12.5 Reclamation Required.
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the authorized officer of any suspension of operations within 30 days after such

suspension, except for seasonal suspension. It makes sense for the Division, mine
operator, and other interested parties to have a date certain for the suspension of
operation. It is not a hardship for a mine operator to notify the Division in a timely
manner of such an action. Further, once mine operation is suspended, the mine operator
notifies MSHA of the suspension of operation and MSHA no longer conducts regular
mine inspections.

2.6.2. A mine that is no longer operational and may no longer have mine
personnel at the site must take certain actions to maintain structures and equipment and

assure that there are no hazardous conditions at the site. For example, removal of
hazardous materials, closure of underground workings, closure of buildings, and other
general operational and site security health and safety actions and assurances. When a

mine operation has been suspended, the plan to maintain the operation in a safe condition
must be implemented, no matter how long the expected suspension.

It is irresponsible for the Division to be unaware that a mine has suspended
operation and not to make sure that interim measures are taken secure the site and assure

that measures to protect public health, safety, and environment are taken and the site is
properly maintained during the suspense period.

The requirement to monitor and maintain a site in accordance with the

requirement of the operation practices in R647-3- 107 should commence at the time that a
mine suspends operation for other than seasonal suspension. I am not aware of any
seasonal suspension of uranium mines in Utah.

2.7 .R647-3-113 Suspension or Termination of Operation, proposed change:

R647-3-tr3
***

3.3. In the case of a termination of mining operations or a suspension
of mining operations that has exceeded, or is expected to exceed two (2)
years, the operator shall [;+pe*]:

3.11 Monitor and maintain the site in accordance with each

6

ln I

COMMENT:
2.7.1. There is no rational reason that a mine owner should be permitted to wait

two (2) years to commence monitoring and maintenance of a site that has suspended
operation. There are any number of site monitoring and maintenance actions that should
be taken when mine operations have ceased, even for a short period of time. This is
particularly so for uranium mines, whether they are large or small operations. At a
uranium mine, there is radioactive stockpiled ore, open radon ventilation shafts, possible
barium chloride treatment facilities that use hazardous chemicals, stored hazardous
chemicals, possible flooding, and other health, safety, and environmental hazards at the
mine sites that must be addressed shortly after the suspension of any mine operation.
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I doubt that the Division has compiled data that demonstrates that there is no need
for a mine operator to monitor and maintain a site pursuant to R647-3-107 within the first
2 yearc of non-operation.

If a site is on BLM administered lands, the mine operator must implement the
Interim Management Plan once operations have been suspended. Therefore, compliance
with the requirements of R647-3- 107 would not be an additional burden. If a mine
suspends operation, MSHA no longer inspects the site for hazardous health and safety
conditions, making additional Division oversight important.

Therefore, for the protection of public health and safety and the environment, it is
imperative that a mine owner be required to monitor and maintain the site in accordance
with each requirement of the operation practices in R647-3-107 once a mine has

suspended operations, not two years after such a suspension.

2.7.2. There is much evidence that uranium mine sites have not been in compliance
with R647-3-I07 in the past and currently are not in compliance.

2.8. Fi647-3-113 Suspension or Termination of Operation, proposed change:

R647-3-113
8**

3.12 Upon request, furnish the Division with such data as it may
require to evaluate the status of the small mining operation, the status of
compliance with these rules, and the probable future status of the land
affected. Upon review of such data, the Division will take such action as

may be appropriate. The Division may grant an extended suspension
period beyond two years if warranted.

COMMENT:
2.8.1 . This section of the regulations does not include a process related to the an

extension of the suspension period beyond two years. The operator should be required to
notify the Division of the date of suspension of operations and notify the Division when
operations restart. If suspension is at least two years, then there should be a process
whereby the operator applies for an extension and the Division grants an extension
beyond two years, if warranted. This must be an official process whereby the Division,
operator, and the public know the rules. Otherwise, the rule is vague and un-enforceable.

2.8.2. This regulation must clearly state that it is a two-year review of a suspension
of operations. One aspect of this review should be the operator's compliance with the
monitoring and maintenance requirements in R647 -3 - lO7 .

2.8.3. This rule should be supported by data and information about the length of
suspensions of operation, whether the length of suspension was anticipated, issues at
mine sites during the first two years of suspension, and other factors that would inform
this Rulemaking.

7
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2.8.4. At the end of two years, if not before, the operator should provide the
Division with information about the status of the small mining operation, the status of
compliance with these rules, the probable future status of the land affected, and if
applicable the estimated date mining operations are to resume.

2.8.5. Division should be notified immediately of any change in the status of the
land affected, the failure to pay claim, lease, rental or other land access fee, or any
physical or legal restrictions associated with access to the site for mining, monitoring, site
maintenance, or other activities. Failure to maintain legal right of entry should be a
violation and cause for withdrawal of the notice of intention.

2.9. R647 -3-113 Suspension or Termination of Operation, proposed change:

R647-3-rr3
*t+

4. The operator shall give the Division prompt written notice of a
ttermi+atien-erl suspension of small mining operations that has exceeded
or is expected to exceed five (5) years, or of a shut down. Upon receipt of
notification,theDivisionshall,within30days,t@
p{€pefryl amange to inspect the property. The notice of suspension or shut
down will include information about the status of the small minins
operation, the status of compliance with these rules. the probable future
status of the land affected. and if applicable the estimated date mining
operations are to resume.

5. If the operator does not provide the notice required by
R647-3-113.4. the Division shall serve written demand on the operator
requiring that the operator provide the notice required by R647-3- 1 13 .4

within 30 days of receipt of the Division's demand letter.

COMMENT:
2.9.1. Division should be notified immediately of any change in the status of the

land affected, the failure to pay claim,lease, rental or other land access fee, or otherwise
maintain legal right of entry and physical or legal restrictions associated with access to
the site for mining, monitoring, site maintenance, or other activities. The Division should
clarify the actions to be taken by the Division and the operator if the operator no longer
has legal access to the mine site, as has happened in the past.

2 .9 .2 . There should be an publ ic notice of the receipt of a request to extend a

period ofsuspension ofoperation ofa hard rock mine beyond 5 years and any subsequent
extension request and an opportunity for public comment on that request.

2.I0. R647-3-ll3 Suspension or Termination of Operation, proposed change:

R647-3-tr3
*t{<*

8
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COMMENT:
2.10J.

reservations.
commenter supports these changes to the regulations, with some

2.10.2' The rules still allow a mine to remain in suspension indelinitely, or to go
through short periods of mine operation (that is, the removal of ore) and lengthy periods
of non-operation' The regulations support the continued presence of Zombie Mines in
Utah' These are mines that are neither dead nor alive; that is, they have not produced ore
for decades-so are no longer alive, nor have they completed reclamation-so are not
dead. The result is the indefinite delay of reclamation, a delay that goes way beyond the
operational life of the mine.

2.I0.3. The Rulemaking does not make clear when the requirement for compliance
with the monitoring and maintenance requirements in R647-3-107 and the Division's
review of such compliance will commence.

2.10.4. If a mine remains in suspension, it should maintain compliance with other
state and federal statutes and regulations. It should be be required to have, or maintain,
all the permits and authorizations required to recommen"" .nin" operation. For example,
the Sage Mine (s0370058), which last operated in 1990-30 years ago-cannor
commence operation because it does not have the required BLM approved plan of
Operations (PoO). It has never had such an approved Po and has never submitted a
POO for BLM approval. Therefore, should it become economically feasible to
commence operation, it would take 3 to 4 years or more for the mine operator to obtain
the required BLM approval. The previous mine owner, in fact, suspended an illegal
operation, and recommencement of that operation under current circumstances would be
illegal.

2.10.5. The regulations must allow the Division to take a hard look at whether a
specific mine will ever resume operation. This includes looking at the history of the
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mine, conditions at the mine, future permits or requirements necessary to recommence
operation, statements made by the mine operator in official US Securities and
ExchangeT and Canadian securities regulatory authoritiess filings, and other data and
information.

2.11. R647-3-ll3 Suspension or Termination of Operation, proposed change:

R647-3-113
***

7. Small Mining operations that are in suspension for longer than
five (5) years will be reevaluated on a regular basis and shall no less than
every five years provide an update of the report required by R647-3- 1 l3.4
or .5 which shall be evaluated by the Division for compliance with
requirements of R647-3- 1 1 3.6. 1 1 through 6. 1 4.

t
ifr

Addi+ienall

COMMENT:
2.ll.I. These provision fail to require that a mine operator request an extension of

aS-year period ofsuspension ofoperation after 10 years, l5 year,20 years,25 years,30
years, 35 years, and so on of the period of suspension of operation. With some mines that
have not operated for 30 years or more, that is an unfortunate oversight. A mine owner
should be required to submit an application for extension of suspension of operation and
have a full Division review of that application every 5 years.

Just because the Division is eliminating the requirement for a mine owner to
apply to the Oil, Gas & Mining Board for an extension of the suspension period after 10

years, does not mean that there should not be some kind of official application and
approval process. Just because the Division failed to administer and enforce the
requirement to approach the Board for an extension of suspension of operation after l0
years, does not mean that it should forget about this requirement entirely. The operator
should still be required to show good cause for a suspension period that goes beyond 10,

20,30 years, or more. These unreasonably lengthy suspension periods exist and should
be dealt with by the Division and the Board.

2.12. R647-3-lI3 Suspension or Termination of Operation, proposed change:

R647-3-113
,F+*

8. The Division may require additional interim reclamation or
stabilization measures t@] reasonably necessary to

7 https:/iwww.sec.gov/

8 https ://www.osc.gov.on.calen/Companies-sedar_index.htm
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ensure operator comDliance with R647-3-113.6.12 for a small mining
operation to remain in a continued state of suspension. lReel+matien-e$+

l ln accordance with
R647-3-113.5.12.. the Division will periodicalllr evaluate the reclamation
suretv for operations in susDension and require changes as needed.

COMMENT:
2.12.1. The Division must establish guidance regarding "interim reclamation or

stabilization measures that would be reasonable necessary to ensure operator compliance
with R647-3-ll3.6.12" and the referenced R647-3-107.1 through R647-3-107.4. This is
particularly true as a mine enters the 2nd,3rd, and 4th decades of non-operational status.

2.12.2. Commenter is opposed to the elimination of the provision that requires a

mine operator to appeal to the Board if the operator wishes to extend a period of
suspension beyond 10 years. Unfortunately, the Division and Board did not enforce that
provision when it came to uranium mines. However, with mines that have remained on
standby for l0 years and more without going to the Board for authorization, there is still
the need for a process that includes a Board decision and an opportunity for public
participation.

2,13. R647-3-113 Suspension or Termination of Operation, proposed change:

R647-3-tt3
***

9. The Division may. thirty (30) days after the operator's receipt of
written notice and findings from the Division. determine mining
operations are or have been shut down by demonstrating in written
findings that the operator:

9.11. Failed to file the annual report under R647-3-117 and pay
permit fees under R647-3-101.5: or

9.12. Failed to provide notice required by the Division under
R647-3-113.4 and failed to respond to a request to file such notice under
R647-3-117.5: or

r3 in a safe en

slable condition in accqrekrnce with the requirements in R647-3 -107 .l
through 107.4 as applicable.

COMMENT:
2.I3.I. Commenter supports these changes in the Rule.

2.13.2. Failure to maintain legal right of access to the mine site should be reason
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to determine that a mine has been shut down,

2.14. R647-3-113 Suspension or Termination of Operation, proposed change:

R647-3-113
***

10. The operator may. within thirt)' (30) days of receipt of written
and as 12

for its fail If Div
fn hc reccnnqhlc fhe failure fn cnmnlrr eycrrcqhle nr nn rrndrre nrcirrrlinc

from the non-compliance. the determination of shut down shall be
withdrawn. Neither this provision. nor a written justification" if any. shall
serve to preclude.limit or otherwise prejudice any other administrative
remedies or procedures available to an operator under applicable laws or
rules.

COMMENT:
2.14.1. Editing Error: Line2 should read "notice and finding as as set forth at 9.11,

9.120 or 9.13, provide a written . . . ." Emphasis added.

2 .14 .2 . The provisions in R647-3- 1 1 3 . 10 do not appear to require that mine
operator take any actions to "maintain maintain the property in a safe, environmentally
stable condition in accordance with the requirements in R647-3-107.1 through 707.4" and
document those actions in response to a written notice regarding compliance with the
requirements of 9.13. Section R647-3-113.10 allows the Division to withdraw a

determination (based on findings as set forth at9.II.9.I2, or 9.13) to shut down a mine,
if the operator provides "a written justification for its failure or comply."

The Division's consideration of the failure to comply with the requirement to
"maintain the property in a safe, environmentally stable condition in accordance with the
requirements in R647-3 -107 .1 through 107 .4" should require more than a justification of
that failure by the mine operator in order for the Division to approve the withdrawal of a
shut down order. The withdrawal of a shut down order should require that the mine
operator bring the mine into compliance with the requirements in R647-3-107 .l through
107.4, as applicable, within a given time frame and document those compliance actions.

Repeated failures under Section 9.11,9.72, and 9.13 should be taken into
consideration.

2.15. R647-3-113 Suspension orTermination of Operation, proposed change:

R647-3-113
***

11 . An operator who ends a suspension and resumes mining
operations shall notify the Division within a reasonable time after
resuming mining operations that the operator has resumed mining
operations. If operations have been in suspension for more than five (5)
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years. or were shut down for more than five (5) )rears. resumption of
mining shall require compliance through R647-3-111.

COMMENT:
2.I5.1. The mine operator should notify the Division before the resumption of

operation, not after.

2.15.2. The mine operator should be required to inform the Division of estimated
time frame for the expected mine operation activities.

2.15.3. The Division should clearly define what o'resumption of operation" means

and clarify the types of activities at a mine site constitute "resumption of operation." If a

mine operator does not resume the removal of ore from the mine, but conducts other
activities, does that constitute "resumption of operation." If the mine operator only
intends to conduct a limited set of activities, such as ore mine rehabilitation or sampling.
If the activities cease before the operator commences ore removal, then the mine operator
should be required to notify the Division.

2.15.4. The Division should clarify whether a mine can resume operation without
an inspection and review by MSHA and the commencement of periodic MSHA
inspections.

2.15.5. The Division should clarify whether a mine can be considered
"operationaf if MSHA considers it "abandoned" or "non-producing."

2.16. R647-3-Il7. Reports, proposed changes:

I . On or before January 31 of each year, unless waived in writing by the
Division, each operator conducting small mining operations must file an

operations and progress report (FORM MR-AR) describing its operations
during the preceding calendar year, including:

1.11. The location of the operation and the number and date of the
applicable Notice of Intention;

l.l2.The gross amounts of ore and waste materials moved during
the year, as well as the disposition of such materials;

1.13. New surface disturbances created during the year;
1.14. The reclamation work performed during the year[.];
I A

processing. exploration. site development work. maintenance. reclamation.
and other work performed at the mine site during the yean

1.16. If notice has been provided or required pursuant to
PAAT-2,-112 A nr 1.l? 5 the qnnrrql rannrf choll innlrrrlp q nqnqfirrc

description of work performed to comply with R647-3- 1 1 3 .6. 1 1 through
6.13:

1.17. The date suspension began or is anticipated to begin: and

1
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1.18. Anv information reouired hv the Division under
R647 -3-ll3 .4 or ll3.5 .

COMMENT:
2.16.1Commenter supports the proposed additions to the reporting requirements

2.16.2. In addition to the proposed reporting requirements, a mine owner should
be required to report any change to the status of the land on which the mine is located,
changes to the legal right of entry, any permit applications, permit approvals, orders,
notices of violation, MSHA inspection violations, reports required in compliance with 40
C.F.R. Part 61 Subpart B, other agency inspections, unusual event reports (such as a flood
or washout), or other non-Division actions associated with the mine operation. The
Division should have a full picture of mine conditions.

2.17 . R647-4. Large Mining operations. R647-4-102. Duration of the Notice of
Intention, proposed changes:

R647-4-102. Duration of the Notice of Intention and Withdrawal of
Approval.

1 The approved notice of intention, including any subsequently
approved amendments or revisions, shall remain in effect for the life of the
mine [,*{eweveE+he] unless the Board or Division withdraws the
approval in accordance with R647-4-102.2. The Division may review the
permit and require updated information and modifications when
warranted. tneeitienalb; fril
@

2.An approued notice of intention -ay be *ithdrawn. after notice
and opportunity for Board hearing. if:

2.11. The operator fails to pay permit fees required by
R647-4-101.51

2.12. The operator fails to maintain and update reclamation surety
as required t in+

l by the Act.
2.13. After commencing mining operations. the operator

substantially fails to perform reclamation or conduct mining operations so
that reclamation can be accomplished in accordance with the approved
mining and reclamation plan: or

2.14. There have been no mining operations on the land affected
for a continuous period in excess offive (5) years. and either the operator
is not authorized to remain in suspension under R647-4-l17.6. or that
operations have been shut down for the entire period.

2.15. If. after notice. the operator fails to timely request a hearing
L^f^-^ +L^ +L^ l-\:.,:-:^- *^.

' ih 4^^^-^^^^^ ,,,:+L D '741 ., ,)

withdraw an approved notice of intention.
2.16. If the operator requests a hearing before the Boa.d. the Boa.d
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shall conduct the hearing de novo, and the Division may not withdraw an

approved notice of intention until conclusion of the hearins. and the Board
issues an order to withdraw the notice of intention.

3. If a notice of intention is withdrawn. the Division will notify the
operator in writing that it must commence complete reclamation work
within 90 days and diligently proceed with such work as directed by the
Division.

COMMENT:
2.17 .I. Commenter supports these additions to the regulations applicable to large

mining operations.

2.I7 .2. As discussed above, it is important that the Division clarify what is meant
by "shut down."

2.18. Pl647-4-ll7 . Notification of Suspension or Termination of Operation, proposed
changes:

R647-4-117. Notification of Suspension or [Termin+tien] Shut Down of
Operations.

1 . The operator need not notify the Division of {+he+empe+aryl a
suspension of mining operations that does not exceed two years. The
oDerator mav elect to notifv the Division of such a suspension by
disclosing that mining operations are. or will be. in suspension in the
report required by R647-4-121.

COMMENT:
2.18.1. ^See comment, above, at2.6.R647-3-113 Suspension or Termination of

Operation for Small Mining Operations.

2.19. R647-4-117 . Notification of Suspension or Termination of Operation, proposed
changes:

R647-4-rt7

2. In the case of a termination or a suspension of mining operations
that has exceeded, or is expected to exceed two (2) years, the operator
shall [;*pen-request] notify the Division in writing or in the report
reqtired by R647 - 4- l2l .

) I I The nntificqfinn shall include a cfqfemenf rlccnrihino fhe

nnprqfnrlc cffnrfc fn mnnifnr and maintain fhe site in q cqfp

environmentally stable condition. and the date of the last self-inspection.
The operator will keep written records of self-inspections and make them
available to the Division upon request.

2.12. Upon request the operator shall furnish the Division with
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such data as it may require to evaluate the status of the mining operation,
the status of compliance with these rules, and the probable future status of
the land affected. Upon review of such data, the Division will take such
action as may be appropriate I

epe+aterl and consistent with the rules under Title R647.

COMMENT:
2.19.1. The way the rule reads, a mine operator has no obligation to commence

monitoring and maintenance of the site for a two (2) year period, if the operator initially
does not expect the suspension of operation to exceed years. It is not until the end of that
two-year period that the requirements of Section R647-4-ll7 really become regulatory
obligations. Therefore, there is a possible two years when there is no proper oversight of
the mine site, and no obligation to achieve a safe mine operation shut down.

2.19 .2. See , also , comments above at 2.7 . R647-3- I I 3 Suspension or Termination
of Operation for Small Mining Operations.

2.20. R647-4-Il7 . Notification of Suspension or Termination of Operation, proposed
changes:

R647 -4-rr7
rk**

3. The operator shall give the Division prompt written notice of a
ttermi+atien-er] suspension of large mining operations that has exceeded
or is expected to exceed flve (5) years. or of a shut down. Upon receipt of
notification,theDivisionshall,within30days,t@
prepertyl arrange to inspect the property. The notice of suspension or shut
down will include information about the status of the large mining
operation. the status of compliance with these rules. the probable future
status of the land affected. and if applicable the estimated date mining
operations are to resume.

4. If the operator does not provide the notice required by
R647-4-117.3. the Division may require that the notice be provided.

5. An operator who has provided notice under R647-4-117.3 or
DA/1'7 A 111 A ^^-, -^*^:- :- ^,, i^n o^ l^-- oo fho nnorof^r' { 1l

Monitors the property as frequently as necessary. but no less than one time
per year. to confirm the property is in a safe" environmentally stable
condition;

5.12. Maintains the property in a safe. environmentally stable
condition in accordance with the requirements in R647-4-107" as

applicable:
5.13. Maintains adequate reclamation surety: and
5.14. Continues to pay permit fees required by R647-4-101.5 and
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submits annual reports required bv R647-4-121.4

COMMENT:
2.20.1. Commenter supports these changes to the regulations, with some

reservations.

2 .20 .2 . Section R647 -4-l I 7 .4 states: "If the operator does not provide the notice
required by R647 -4-ll7 .3, the Division may require that the notice be provided."
Emphasis added. A similar provision at Section Pi647-3-113.5 for small mining
operations states: "If the operator does not provide the notice required by R647-3- I13.4,
the Division shall serve written demand on the operator requiring that the operator
provide the notice required by R647-3- I 13.4 within 30 days of receipt of the Division's
demand letter." Rule R647-4-II7 .4 for large mining operations should include the same
requirement as in R647-3-113.5 for small mining operations. The Rule should state that
the Division "shall demand," not "may require," that the required notice be provided
within 30 days of the receipt of the Division's demand letter.

2.20.3. The rules still allow a large mining operation to remain in suspension
indefinitely, or to go through short periods of mine operation (that is, the removal of ore)
and lengthy periods of non-operation (suspension). The regulations support the
continued presence of Zombie Mines in Utah. These are mines that are neither dead nor
alive; that is, they have not produced ore for decades-so are no longer alive, nor have
they completed reclamation-so are not dead. The result is the indefinite delay of
reclamation, a delay that goes way beyond the operational life of the mine.

2.20.4. The Rulemaking does not make clear when the requirement for compliance
with the monitoring and maintenance requirements inR647-4-107 andthe Division's
review of such compliance will commence.

2.20.5. If a mine remains in suspension, it should maintain compliance with other
state and federal statutes and regulations. It should be required to have, or maintain, all
the permits and authorizations required to recommence mine operation.

2.20.6. The Rules appear to allow a mine owner to continue to maintain the non-
operational status even if the operator cannot restart the mine operation without major
work, obtaining new authorizations (for example, an approved BLM Plan of Operations)
It is unreasonable to claim that a mine has suspended operations, when it does not have
(and did not have) the required BLM authorization to operate the mine.

2.21. R647-4-117. Notificationof SuspensionorTerminationof Operation,proposed
changes:

R647-4-lt7
***

6. Large mining operations that [@
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ex+endedl are in suspension tperiodl for longer than five (5) years will be
reevaluated [on a regular basis] at least five 5

years. tAddi+ienall The Division may require additional interim
reclamation or stabilization measures t@l
reasonably necessary to ensure operator compliance with R647-4-117.5.12
for a large mining operation to remain in a continued state of suspension.

t

l=l In
accordance with R647-4 - 1 I 3,6.1 2. Division will periodicallv evaluate
the reclamation surety for operations in suspension and require changes as

required by R647-4- I 1 3.6.

COMMENT:
2.21.1. Commenter is opposed to the elimination of the provision that requires a

mine operator to appeal to the Board if the operator wishes to extend a period of
suspension beyond l0 years. Unfortunately, the Division and Board did not enforce that
provision when it came to uranium mines. However, with mines that have remained on
standby for l0 years and more without going to the Board for authorization, there is still
the need for a process that includes a Board decision and an opportunity for public
participation.

2.21,2. These provisions fail to require that a mine operator request an extension
of a 5-year period of suspension of operation after 10 years, 15 year, 20 years, 25 years,
30 years, 35 years and so on of suspension of operation. With some mines that have not
operated for 30 years or more, that is an unfortunate oversight. A mine owner should be
required to submit an application for extension of suspension of operation and have a full
Division review of that application every 5 years.

Just because the Division is eliminating the requirement for a mine owner to
apply to the Oil, Gas & Mining Board for an extension of the suspension period after 10

years, does not mean that there should not be some kind of offlcial application and
approval process. Just because the Division failed to administer and enforce the
requirement to approach the Board for an extension os suspension of operation after l0
years, does not mean that it should forget about this requirement entirely. The operator
should still be required to show good cause for a suspension period that goes beyond 10,
20,30 years, or more. These unreasonably lengthy suspension periods exist and should
be dealt with by the Division and the Board.

2.2L3. The Rules should take into consideration the fact that certain parts of a
mine operation have been shut down and will never be used as part of the mine operation.
The Rules should require the reclamation of these areas when the operator has made clear
that a certain area of the mine site is no longer in use. An example is the Snowball Mine
waste rock pile at the La Sal Mine Complex (Beaver Shaft, La Sal, and Snowball Mines;
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M0370026). The mine operator has stated in documents provided to the BLM that they
no longer intend to use the Snowball waste rock pile for the disposal of additional waste
rock. It has probably been over a decade since waste rock was deposited on the Snowball
pile. Therefore, the Division should require the reclamation of the Snowball waste rock
pile in a timely manner. There are likely other mines that have roads, waste rock piles,
ventilation shafts, storage ponds, and other surface impacts that no longer serve, and will
never again serve, a purpose at the mine site. These sections of the mine are, in fact, shut
down, and should be reclaimed.

2.22. R647-4-Il7 . Notification of Suspension or Termination of Operation, proposed
changes:

R647-4-tI7
**{<

7. The Division may. after notice to the operator. determine
mining operations are or have been shut down by demonstrating that the
operator:

7 . I 1 . Fails to file the annual report under R647-4- 12 1 and pay
permit fees under R647-4-101.5:

7.12. Fails to provide notice required by the Division under
R647-4-117.3 and fails to respond to a request to file such notice under
R647-4-117.4:

7.13. Fails to maintain the property in a safe. environmentally
stable condition in accordance with the requirements in R647-4-107.1
through 107.4. as applicablel or

7.14. Fails to comply with any Division requirements under
R647-4-rt7
8X*

7.15.In the event the Division makes a determination that a mining
operation is shut down due to a failure to comply with any of the provision
of R64'7-4-117 61 1 throush R647-4-117.6.14 the mav within 30
days of the notice of the determination. provide a written justification for
its failure to comply. and if the Division finds the justification to be
reasonable" the failure to comply excusable. or no undue prejudice from
the non-compliance. it shall withdraw the determination. Neither this
nrnrrici^n nnr o .'rriffon irrc+if,n-+i^- if onrr choll carr/a t^ nro^I"'l- li-i+

or otherwise prejudice any other administrative remedies or procedures
available to an operator under applicable laws or rules.

COMMENT:
2.22.I. The regulations must allow the Division to take a hard look at whether a
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specific mine is "shut down" and will never resume operation. This includes looking at
the history of the mine, conditions at the mine, future permits or requirements necessary
to recommence operation, statements made by the mine operator in official US Securities
and Exchangee and Canadian securities regulatory authoritieslo filings, and other data and
information. ,See discussion of the Rim-Columbus Uranium Mine (M0360006) at Section
3.1., below.

2.23. R647-4-Il7 . Notification of Suspension or Termination of Operation, proposed
changes:

R647-4-tIl

8. An operator who ends a suspension and resumes mining
operations shall notify the Division within a reasonable time after
resuming mining operations that the operator has resumed mining
operations. If operations have been in suspension for more than five years.
or were shut down for more than five years. resumption of mining shall
require compliance with the current rules at R647-4-102 through
R647-4-113. as applicable" to the extent the current rules would have
applied to the operations had it continued mining during the period of
suspension or shut down.

COMMENT:

2.23.1. The mine operator should notify the Division before the resumption of
operation, not after.

2.23 .2 . The mine operator should be required to inform the Division of estimated
time frame for the expected mine operation activities associated with resumption of
operation.

2.23.3. The Division should clearly define what "resumption of operation" means
and clarify the types of activities at a mine site constitute "resumption of operation"? For
example: if a mine operator does not resume the removal of ore from the mine, but
conducts other activities, does that constitute "resumption of operation." If the mine
operator only intends to conduct a limited set of activities, such as mine rehabilitation or
ore sampling, is that "resumption of operation."

2.23 .4 . If the resumption activities cease before the operator commences ore
removal, then the mine operator should be required to notify the Division.

e https://www.sec.gov/

l0 https:/iwww.osc.gov.on.calen/Companies_sedar_index.htm
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2.23.5. The Division should clarify whether a mine can resume operation without
an inspection and review by MSHA and the commencement of periodic MSHA
inspections.

2.23.6. The Division should clarify whether a mine can be considered
"operational" if MSHA considers it "abandoned" or "non-producing."

2.23.7 . The Division should clarify whether a mine can be considered
"operational" or if it can resume operation, when, in fact, the mine does not have the
necessary permits and authorizations to remove ore from the mine.

2.24. R647 -4- l2l . Reports, proposed change

l. On or before January 31 of each year, unless waived in writing
by the Division, each operator conducting large mining operations must
file an Annual Report of Mining Operations (FORM MR-AR) describing
its operations during the preceding calendar year. Form MR-AR, includes:

1.11. The location of the operation and lile number of the approved
notice of intention;

Ll2. The gross amounts of ore and waste materials moved during
the year, as well as the disposition of such materials;

1.13. The reclamation work performed during the year and new
surface disturbances created during the year.

1.14. A narrative description of ore extraction. on-site primary
processing. exploration. site development work. maintenance. reclamation.
and other work performed at the mine site during the year.

2.The operator shall include an updated map depicting surface
disturbance and reclamation performed during the year, prepared in
accordance with Rule R647-4-105.

3. If an operator is in suspension under R647-4- 1 17. the report
submitted by the operator must include the information required by
R647-4-121.1 and 121.2. as applicable. and:

3 .1 1 . The date suspension began or is anticipated to begin:
3.12. The date of the last self-inspection and the results of that

inspection including. but not limited to. whether the property remains in a
safe. environmentally stable conditionl

3.13. Any steps taken to return the property to. or maintain the
property in. a safe. environmentally stable condition: and

3.14. Any other information required by the Division under
R647-4-rr7 .2.r2.

4-The operator shall keep and maintain timely records relating to
[his] the operator's performance under the Act[,] and shall make these
records available to the Division upon request.
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COMMENT:
2.24.1. Commenter supports these changes in the regulations.

2.25. R647. Natural Resources; Oil, Gas and Mining; Non-Coal. R647-5. Administrative
Procedures. R647-5-101. Formal and Informal Proceeding, proposed change:

1. Adjudicative proceedings which shall commence formally
before the Board in accordance with the "Rules of Practice and Procedure
Before the Board of Oil, Gas and Mining", the R641 rules, include the
following: R647-2-112, Failure to Reclaim, Forfeiture of Surety;
R647-3-112, Failure to Reclaim, Forfeiture of Surety; R647-[3--l-l35]
4-102, Over lO-Year Suspension:.R647-4-114, Failure to Reclaim,
Forfeiture of Surety t l.

COMMENT:
2.24.1. Commenter is opposed to the elimination of the requirement to require a

mine operator to obtain Board approval after a l0-year period of suspension of operation.
Just because the Division and Board did not enforce this requirement is no reason to
eliminate it from the Regulations. With no requirement for Board approval after 10,20,
30 years of suspension of operations, there will continue to mines that remain
unreclaimed for decades. This negates the requirement for a mine operator to reclaim the
mine a the end of its operational life, since that life goes on in perpetuity.

3. OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

3.1. The Rim Uranium Mine (M0370006) is an example of a mine that should be
considered "shut down," rather than just in "suspension." The mine last operated in
2009, over 10 years ago. The following conditions exist at the mine:

a. The mine has not operated since 2009.
b. When the mine shut down in2009 the main office buildings was left unlocked
c. The hoist shop has been unlocked for a number of years. Trash in the hoist

shop was not removed for many years and still may be present. The
hoist shop is in obvious disuse and disrepair.

d. Equipment was removed from the mine site.
e. Livestock wander at will through the mine site.
f. Mine History

1) Commenced operation prior to 1975.
2) Approved NOI, March 2,1977 .

3) 1977 Annual Report: 12,000 tons of ore and waste rock removed.
4) 1978 Annual Report: 8,814 tons of ore and waste rock removed.
5) Notice of suspension of operations: February 2,1979.
6) 1980 Annual Report: 593 tons of ore and waste rock removed.
7) 1981 Annual Report: 100 tons of waste rock removed.
8) 1983 to 1988: No production.
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9) 1989 Annual Report: 7,655 tons of ore and 6,412 tons of rock removed.
10) 1990 Annual Report: 12,000 tons of ore 9,600 tons of waste rock

removed. Production ceased l2l ll 1990.
ll) 1991 to 1997: No production.
12) 1998 Annual Report: 4000 tons of ore removed.
13) 1999 Annual Report 1,500 tons of ore removed. Mine on standby

status.
14)2008Annual Report: 2,238tons of ore and2,200 tons of wasterock

removed.
15 .) 2009 Annual Report: 3 ,475 tons of ore and 2,143 tons of waste rock

removed.
l6) 2010 to 2020: No production.

g. The mine produced ore in 10 of the 43 years it operated with an approved NOI.
h. The mine did not have a BlM-approved Interim Management Plan (required

as of 1981) until2014.
i. The mine has ongoing problems with water seepage from the waste rock pile.
j. For the mine to restart, the Utah Division of Water Quality will require the

operator to submit a groundwater discharge permit application, pursuant to
Utah Administrative Code R3 l7 -6-6.3 .tt

k. For the mine to restart, the operator would have to pump, treat, and discharge
unknown quantities of mine water that have accumulated in the
underground mine workings.

l. There are radioactive materials at the site: the waste rock pile and sediments
in the barium chloride (a hazardous material) treatment ponds. The
treatment pond sediments contain radium removed from the mine water
and other radioactive elements. The radiological and non-radiological
characteristics of the waste rock pile and pond sediments have never been
determined.

m. There is no mention of the Rim Mine on the Energy Fuels website in
regard to conventional mining operations or standby mines.l2

n. The Energy Fuels Inc. U.S Securities and Exchange Commission, Form
10-K filing for the fiscal year ending December 3 1 , 20 1 8 , indicates that
the Rim Mine is a'onon-material mineral property." The Energy Fuels'
filing states (page 108): "As these [non-material mineral property] projects
are not considered material to the Company's business, the Company may
choose to pursue or to take under consideration the potential sale,joint
venture, trade or other transaction involving one or more of these
projects." t: The only statement about the Rim Mine in the Energy Fuels

I I Letter to Scott A Bakken, Energy Fuels Resources (USA) Inc., dated July 14,2016.

I 2 https://www.energyfuels.com/conventional-operations

I 3 https ://www.sedar.com./GetFile.do?
lang=[Sg4ocClass=7&issuerNo=00004321&issuerType=03&projectNo=O2884419&docId=447
6133
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Inc' SEC filing (page I l2): "As a result of declining uranium prices, the
Rim property (the "Rim Property") was placed on standby in March 2009,
by the previous operator, Denison.It is maintained so tirai it can be
restarted with relatively little effort or development costs. The Rim
Property is located 15 miles northeast of Monticello, Utah in San Juan
county. The property consists of 26 unpatented lode mining claims, a
private lease, and a Utah State Mineral Lease totaling aboui 1,100 acres.
No exploration is planned for 2019.,, t4

However, it is just not true that the Rim Mine can be restarted with
relatively little effort or development costs. It will require the pubmping
and treatment of thousands, maybe millions, of gallons of mine water, new
equipment and mine refurbishment, a groundwaler discharge permit and
also requires the installation of monitoiing wells (a signifi;ni expense),
Further, there is no information in EnergyFuels Inc. U.S. anO Canadian
filings regarding the remaining mineral resources at the Rim Mine.

It is obvious that the operator has not intention of operating the Rim Mine
anytime in the future and the Rim Mine will never operate again. Therefore it is a minethat has been "Shut Down.,'

3 '2' The Division should develop a guidance document that provided additional
information and explanation regarding the rules applicable to the Suspension and
shutdown of operations at smalr and large hard rock mines in utah.

3 '3 ' The Division should have specific forms for requesting an extension of the
suspension period beyond 2 yearc,beyond 5.years, and suulequent extension requests.
The Division should have a specific form to be used by the -in" op.rutor to report the
suspension of operation, shut down of operation, and iestart of opeiation

3 '4' The Division should make clear the types of actions or events at a mine site that
require immediate or timely (within 30 dayi) reporting to the Division. These would
include a hazardous event (for example, flLod, portal Joilapse, release ofradioactive orhazardous materials), loss of legal right of entry, and other events or activities that theDivision should be aware of in a timely manner.
3'5' The Division should recognize the unique conditions at uranium mines and the
hazards to the public from the continued presence of uranium mines that have not
operated for decades and remain unreclaimed. These sites have areas that are public
hazards (such as waste rock piles and hazardous materials in unsecured buildings), with
no warning signs or fencing restrictions. The sites have a potential to disperse iuciou"tlu"
materials into the air, land, and water on and off the mine sites. These sites have a long
history of public hazatds that were not discovered by the Division or reported by the
operator in a timely manner.

r4 tbid
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Thank you for this opportunity to comment

Sincerely,

lsl

25

Sarah Fields
Program Director
sarah @ uraniumwatch.org


